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below AC that the beam is entirely supported by A and C. The support B is then gradually raised to a height y2 above AC such that the beam is wholly supported by B. Prove that as B is being raised, the pressure at B is proportional to the height raised. Prove also that the ratio y1: y% is equal to 5 : 3. [Fidler's Treatise on Bridge Construction, 1893.]
23.    Britannia Bridge.   Ex. 1.   A uniform heavy beam ABC is supported at its extremities A, C and at its middle point B, and the three points are in one horizontal line.   Prove that 3/16ths of the weight is supported at either end and 5/8ths at the middle point.    We notice that the pressure at the middle support is more than three times that at either end.
Prove also that the stress couple is a maximum at a point which divides either span in the ratio of 3 : 5, but the stress couple at either of these points is 9/16ths of the stress couple at the central point of support. Prove that the latter is equal to the stress couple at the middle point of a beam supported at each end whose length is equal to that of either span.
Prove that there is a point of contrary flexure in each span dividing it in the ratio 1:3.
Ex. 2. A uniform beam is supported at its extremities and at two other points dividing the beam into three equal spans, all the four points being on the same level. Prove that the pressures on the supports are in the ratios 4 :11 :11 : 4.
Ex. 3. A uniform beam ABODE is supported at its extremities A, E and at three points B, C, D, all five being on the same horizontal line. To assimilate this problem in some measure to the case of the Britannia Bridge the two middle spans are supposed to be twice the lengths of the outside ones, i.e. BC=CD=2AB=zWE. Prove that the pressures on A, B, C are in the ratios 4 : 27 : 34.
The examples in this article are taken from a treatise on The Britannia and Conway Tubular Bridges by Edwin Clark, resident engineer, 1850.
The tubes AB, BC, CD, DE, which form the four spans of the Britannia Bridge, were raised separately into their proper places and then rigidly connected into one long tube. The connections at B and D were such that the tubes adjacent to each had a common tangent. The junction at C was however so arranged that the tangents to BC and CD should make a small angle with each other. The object of this was to dimmish the inequality between the pressure on C and that on either B or D. It was found convenient to make the angle between the tangents equal to 2 tan"1 -002. In Example 3, given above, the analytical condition to be satisfied at C is that the tangents to BC and CD should be continuous, but in the bridge the condition is that these tangents should make a known small angle with each other.
24.    Ex. 1.   A rod without weight is supported at its extremities A, C and at some other point B, all three being in the same horizontal line.    Given weights P, Q are suspended at the points D, E, bisecting A B and BC.  Show that the inclination to the horizon of the tangent at A and the deflection y at the weight P are given by
32 (a + b) K tan a = - Pa* (a + 26) + Qab2,
768 (a + b)Ky=-P(la +166) a3 + 9QaW, where AB-a, BC=b.
It appears from this result that when the point of support B bisects AC and Q = 3P the tangent at A should be horizontal. Moseley describes three experiments with different rods supported on knife edges by which this curious result has been verified. See his Mechanical Principles of Engineering and Architecture, 1855.

